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The winners of the first Annual Bent Spoon Awards
have been declared by judge Derryn Hinch. Our Bent
Spoon Awards commemorate the spoon bending ability of
Uri Geller by
rewarding outstanding
claimants to
paranormal
power.
Nominations
were received from
Skeptics around Australia.
The overall winner is •••• Tom Wards. Wards also
wins the prize for "the psychic expert who, with least
talent, takes in most people" for his consistently
failing predictions in the Australasian Post. Wards
predicted the· death of Pope John Paul in 1981, as well
as the death of a member of the British Royal Family in
December 1981, and a win for Collingwood in
the
Victorian Football League Grand Final.
The runner-up is •••• John Pinkney, who also wins
the award for "the magazine or journalist that/who
publishes the most outrageous claims of .the paranormal
without
critical examination". Pinkney
claimed in
People magazine that a
regiment
of soldiers
at
Gallipoli was kidnapped by a UFO. He also co-authored
the amazing book"Alien Honeycomb" in which he claims to
have parts of a UFO.
In
other
categories, The
first
prize
for
Government involvement in the paranormal goes to the
Brisbane City Council for abandoning four rooms of the
City Hall to "ghosts" which have Frightened council
staff by slamming doors and by noisy footsteps.
Finally Dr Byron Rigby has been awarded first
prize as "the scientist who makes the most ridiculous
claim
about
the
paranormal".
Rigby,
a
Sydney
psychiatrist
and
World
Minister for Health
and
Immortality
in
the
Transcendental
Meditation
organisation,
claimed
that
500
Transcendental
meditators
could
protect Australia
from
nuclear
missiles through their collective brainwaves.
Runners-up are
the Australasian Post in
the
"media"
section and Kevin Arnett in the "psychic"
section,
whilst
Jo
Jelke-Petersen
received
an
honourable mention in the "government" section for his
support of the Horvath car, claimed to run on water
through hydrogen nuclear fusion.
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1980 DIVINING

TESTS

by James Randi
In July 1980, Dick Smith and I engaged in a series of tests of dowsers
diviners of water, metal, etc o - in Sydney. For weeks, prior to the tests, we
exchanged long letters discussing protocol and physical design. By the time I
reached Australia the prize money for a successful demonstration of dowsing had
mounted to $40,000 from a modest beginning with my own offer of $10,000.
The rules were precise and simple. All contestants had to agree to them in
advance, and to sign certain documents. Dick Smith had arranged for a plot of
land to be used, which was dug up and levelled. A grid of ten plastic pipes,
four inches in diameter, was buried a few inches below the soil, witnessed by a
panel of independent judges. A system was arranged whereby valves could be
opened to allow water to flow through one pipe at a time, the pipe being chosen
by the selection of a numbered counter from a bag by one of the judges. Neither
Smith nor I had any hand in this selection, which was left entirely to the
judges.
One portion of pipe - that section leading into the grid - was left exposed
for half its length, while the other half was buried to the same depth as the
grid. Claimants were required to show that their dowsing instruments reacted to
the exposed length of pipe while water was flowing through it, then to the
buried section as well o Water was caused to flow through one section of the grid
at that stage, and the claimants were informed which section had water flowing
in it. Since white lines were evident where each numbered pipe was located,
claimants were asked to show that their instruments reacted at that pipe, and at
no other o
Then the test began. A pipe was selected by the agreed random means, water
was caused to flow in it, and all those who were aware of which pipe was
correct, were required to leave the area. This was to prevent conscious, or
unconscious, "cueing" of the claimant. Each claimant then made 5 or 10 attempts,
the number being decided by the claimant. No results were announced at the time.
From my long experience in testing persons who have paranormal or other
similar claims, I was well aware that all facts and possibilities - so far as
possible - must be brought out in advance of the tests themselves. To ensure
that complete understanding was attained between claimants and the judges, I
prepared documents to that end. These are the documents as presented o
Preliminary Statement of Information by Mr Randi
(1) Claimants will be required to locate which of a selected number of pipes,
buried below ground at a stated depth, have water flowing in them. This must be
done a significant number of times, in accordance with the rules, to be stated
clearly in a signed statement.
(2) Claimants will be asked to dowse the area used, to determine i f there are
any anomalies present such as natural water which might inhibit or confuse the
results. If this is felt to be the case, i t may be necessary to use only part of
the pipe layout, in which circumstance the rules will be adjusted.
(3) Only the first contestant who passes the test will be awarded the prize
money. Order of performance of claimants will be determined by lot.
(4) Every effort will be made to adapt the rules and procedures to the needs of
the claimants, short of violating the proper scientific protocol needed.
(5) Claimants will be taken to the test area individually, will be asked to
perform, and will be returned to a neutral area upon finishing the test. No
communication will be allowed between those already tested and those yet to be
tested until all tests are finished c
(6) The completion of the tests, c learly stated and witnessed, shall constitute
a total cessation of activity. No further attempts by the claimants after the
announcement of the results will be contemplated
except with the full
agreement of ALL parties, and then only under exceptional circumstances.
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(7) Mr Randi's cheque for US$10,000 shall be in the hands of an agreed party at
all times after the commencement of the tests, to be surrendered either to the
successful claimant or to Mr Randi, depending upon the results.
(8) Any attempt by any claimant or agent of the claimant, to determine details
about the physical operation of the test area not already made clear to all
present, shall be deemed an attempt to violate the protocol, and at the
discretion of Mr Randi, that claimant or all claimants, shall be summarily
dismissed from contention. It is not expected this will be necessary.
(9) All witnesses to the tests must be approved by Mr Randi and Mr Smith in
advance, and these will be furnished with an appropriate identificationo By
"witness" is meant those in close proximity to the point of actiono
(10) These tests are serious attempts to determine whether or not there exists
in the claimants an ability to perform as claimed. We are not playing games. We
are involved in a scientific effort. All persons not so convinced are invited to
absent themselves from the tests. Any violation of protocol will result in the
violator being asked to leave.
Next are three official documents prepared
to establish a complete
understanding between the parties concernedo For the protection of ALL persons,
it is essential to have everything clearly understood and agreed to in advance
so that recourse may not be made to facts or procedures that were not fully
establishedo
DOCUMENT NUMBER ONE: PRELIMINARY QUESTIONNAIRE
Name:
Address:

(1) My performance of dowsing is usually o o o o .% correcto
(2) I estimate that my performance in the present test will be o o o o 0% correcto
( 3) I hereby state I have not been asked to invest or deposit any amount of
money or valuables in order to participate in these tests, other than any
personal expenses I may have incurredo
(4) I shall make a statement immediately following the tests, stating how
successful I believe I have beeno
(5) I understand no results will be announced to me until after all claimants
have been testedo
(6) Should I fail to pass the tests, I surrender all further claims against Mr
Randi and Mr Smith, their associates or any other persons connected with the
tests, including the media representiveso
(7) I agree that any and all photos, recordings and/or statements made by me may
be used by Mr Randi or Mr Smith in reporting the results of these tests ..
(8) This questionnaire, and the "Rules for Test" and
"Formal Agreement"
documents
that follow, are signed
by me freely and willingly, without
reservationo
Dateooo•ooo Signed: (Claimant)

Witnessed: (James Randi)

(Dick Smith)

Document Number Two: RULES FOR TEST
Name:
Address

(1) Claimant (above) has examined the layout and the established system, and
agrees that i t is satisfactoryo
(2) Claimants will perform in an order to be established by lota
(3) Claimants will demonstrate that the dowsing reaction is present and working,
using the exposed portion of the pipe and a selected portion of the buried pipe o
He will dowse the area for natural water as well, and appropriate adjustments
will be madeo
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(4) After (3) has been established, the formal test will begino
(5) A number will be selected by random meansF designating which of the
concealed pipes will be used on any attempt in the test, unknown to the
claimant o Water will be caused to flow in that pipe and that pipe only o (Since
the choice is random, any one pipe may be used more than once.)
(6) Claimant will locate the pipe in which he/she believes the water is
flowing, and will announce this clearly o No multiple choices are allowed and the
decision is final o
(7) There will be 0 0000 attempts made by the claimant to constitute one complete
set of tests o This number will be decided based on the answer to item (2) in the
Preliminary Questionnaire o
(8) All data will be recorded by the designated person, and the record will then
be signed by Mr Randi and Mr Smith to establish an official record o
(9) The right is reserved to ask the claimant to repeat - once - the same set of
tests in order to establish a more satisfactory statistical sample or to ensure
security of the protocol, at the discretion of Mr Randi o There is VERY LITTLE
possibility that this rule will be invoked o
Date 000000 1980

Signed (Claimant) Witnessed (James Randi)

( Dick Smith)

Document Number Three: FORMAL AGREEMENT
Name:
Address:

(1) I agree that the rules as outlined in the accompanying Document Number Two
(Rules for Test) are fair and proper o
(2)I shall perform to the best of my ability, not stopping short of the agreed
number of trials unless conditions such as inclement weather prevent the tests
from continuing o In which case I agree to return when conditions are more
does not apply to emotional or physical
favorable o The term "conditions"
variables that I fe el might inhibit my performance o
feel able to perform on this occasion. There are no geographical,
(3) I
meteorological or personal, emotional or physical influences that might inhibit
my abilities to perform.
(4) Mr Randi agrees to surrender his cheque for US$10,000 to the first claimat
who passes the test by achieving the estimated percentage of successes as stated
in the "Preliminary Questionnaire" item (2).
(5) If item (9) in the Rules is invoked by Mr Randi, claimant must perform, and
the results of both tests will be averaged to arrive at a final percentage,
will not be awarded o This is to protect
based upon which the prize will or
against the possibility of a "fluke" statistical occurrence, which is very
unlikely to occur o
Date oo • o oo ol98O

Signed: (Claimant)

Witnessed: (James Randi)

(Dick Smith)

Results and Conclusions
There were sixteen contestants in allo Eight tried for the water via the
buried grid, three tried for brass and seven tried for gold. For the latter a
$22 uOOO ingot of gold was obtained from a local bank, on loan o The brass and
gold were concealed in one of ten boxes with the procedures and protocol similar
to the water divining testso Two of the contestants did two kinds of tests, for
water and brass o
When the results were tabulated, 111 tries had been made, with an expected
10% success rate by chance aloneo There were 15 successes, 13a5%, a figure well
within expectation o
But what had the dowsers declared as their expected success rate? It
averaged out to better than 92%! Surely a poor performance, and one in which
every rule, precaution and procedure had been carefully and fully approved and
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agreed to in advance by ALL parties concernedo
Looking at the tests on specific substances, the water tests showed SO
tests total with 11 correct or 22%0 The dowsers claimed they would have 86%
successo As for the brass tests, they claimed 87% - and got zeroo Gold seemed
more attractive, and they expected 99%, but obtained 11%0
The tests had been done using forked sticks, L-shaped metal rods, pendulums
and other varied means o Only two dowsers said there were natural streams running
underground in the area and both agreed these would not interfere with the
testso But - and it's a very big "but" they also disagreed with one another
about where these streams flowed, and thus also disagreed with all the others
who said there were no streams! Besides, the "underground river" notion that
dowsers maintain is sheer fiction, not supported at all by geological researcho
By far the most important fact that emerges is this: The participants were
all able to show strong reactions when they KNEW where the sought-after
substance was, but failed grandly when they actually underwent a proper testo
Why then, do the instruments show such positive reactions, and what makes them
move? The answer lies, not in mysterious electro-magnetic or "psychic" forces,
but in "idiomotor reaction" ,,
Whether it is a forked stick clenched in
IT ' S
A
D£VtCC T O 'DE T£C T
both hands and bent apart in a horizontal
G U L.LI BIL i T Y
position, or a small pendulum held at the
fingertips, the dowsing instrument is in a
state
of unbalance
or stress. Any slight
movement or outside influence can start it
moving, and subsequent dramatic motions of the
device are taken as evidence of strange forces
at work. Actually i t is the dowser himself who
initiates the movement
mostly unconsciously.
The human mind is such a marvellous device,
rationalisations of any failures are easily
1' I
. . r :'
come by. The diviner detects nothing except his
t- .
1 j
I
own hunches and guesses, often based on the
A ustin. New Sc,enr,s t
knowledge of the terrain or situation, and
frequently from clues provided unwittingly by
bystanders. We carefully guarded against any of these elements becoming active
in our investigations. Any success of the dowsers in our tests were to show
evidence of true dowsing ability, not clever guessing.
The idiomotor reaction is quite a strong one, and anyone can fall victim to
ito As an example, whilst I was participating in an interview with Dick Smith at
his office, I showed a reporter how strongly a large magnet would attract a bent
iron wire even through a cardboard box. He held the wire -=i nrl noted the strong
attraction, until I pointed out to him that I had secretly removed the magnet
from the boxo He had been allowing his expectation to convince him of the
magnetic pull that was not thereo His bent wire dowsing device had been swinging
very positively towards the box, repeatedly, but ceased when he knew the truth.
The reward money was not paid out, since no claimant came even close to
achieving his claimed success rate - though most were SURE they had! As
expected, in spite of the careful statements we demanded of them, the claimants
followed the announcement of the results with cries of "foul" for a multitude of
reasonso These included the suspicion of buried magnets in the ground (though
they had all tested for that possibility) and the interference of portable radio
transmitters (though these had been present and in use in all tests, including
the preliminaries where participants knew the results, and were therefore
successful o
I regard the Australian results as the most definitive, properly conducted
and designed, tests ever done of dowsing claims Thanks to Dick Smith, we were
able to invest in the correct equipment and personnel for a proper series of
tests o It would have been desirable to do more tests with each individual to

6
I

I

0
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obtain more definite statistical resultsa But we were limited as to time and
patience of the participantso
However there are certain aspects of this matter, from a psychological
point of view, that need to be consideredo The evidence for the success of the
dowsing process is, in the opinion of those who support this notion, very
strongo That is because something happens to the stick, pendulum or other
device, and it APPEARS to be beyond the control of the dowsero As already
explained, it is a perfectly natural reaction, recognised by psychologists - but
it IS very convincing to even the most sophisticated observer, The test of
dowsing is, therefore, not whether the rod moves - but whether such movement
actually shows us something we did not previously know
The
Australian Journal
of Psychology, in 1952,
published a
very
comprehensive discussion on dowsing, and the conclusion they arrived at was that
claims of dowsers were simply not valid. Australian government departments have
tested dowsers and discovered - not to their surprise - that they cannot do what
they claim they cano In September of 1980, Dick Smith officiated over a set of
tests done at Perth, and the dowsers failed miserablyo In October of 1980, the
dowsers again failed completely at Gosfordo
One thing must be made clear - dowsers on the whole are VERY HONEST FOLK
They BELIEVE in what they do. Unfortunately their belief is poorly placeda They
CANNOT perform as they think they cano Having a string of successful wells to
which one can point, proves nothing o A better test would be to ask the dowser
whether he can find a DRY spot within 100 metres of a well he has dowsedo With
more than 90% of the world's land mass above reachable supplies of water, this
should be quite difficultoo••
Diviners are often believers in various cult matters, such as faith-healing
and spiritualism. Some, however, refuse to accept their claimed powers as
anything supernaturalo They tend to think anyone can do what they doo And in
this belief, they are quite correcto Any person
can be seized by the
idiomotor-reaction enthusiasmo But the test, as always, is whether or not they
can then discover water, oil, gold or other substance solely by means of this
twitching of a forked sticko Tests done in Australia and many other countries of
the world indicate that belief in water dowsing, and in all forms of divining,
are false and fancifulo
Though diviners will continue to be hired by believers in such powers, and
wells will be dug with great precision on spots located by forked-stick folks,
these water supplies will not prove that dowsing workso The~, lJ:ill only prove
that there is a great deal of water down under the earth, and we do not need
silly folks wiggling sticks to tell us thato
Divining is a delusion, and must be recognised as sucho
0

0
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we lcome. opinions expressed in the Skeptic are not necessarily those of the
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LETTE R
In the first issue of "the Skeptic" we reported on a Mr Diakov, a psychic
surgeon who claimed a deceased British surgeon used him as a medium. The British
I surgeon was claimed to be a Dr Roberts who was
supposed to have practised brain
surgery at St Bartholomew's Hospital, London and died in 1948.
Naturally we wrote to St Bartholomew's:Ms J. Foster their District Archivist
replied;-

St BaJU:.holome.w' -6 Ho-6pi:tal
We;.,t Smlth6ie.£d, London
18th VecembeJr. 1981
Ve.all. S,Ur.,
Thank.

you 001t yoUJt letieJr. 06 'Z 7th SeptembeJr. conceJr.Mng the
ac..tivW.e;., 06 Mlt V,i,a.k.ov o
Tw gentleman a.ppeaM to have done a. -6ma.ll amount 06 1te,t,ea.1tch
in:to oUJt 1teco1td-6 -6inc.e theJte WM a Jame;., E1tne;.,t Helme RobeJtU on the
-6.ta.66 06 the Ho-6pi.ta.l 61tom 7979 until w
death in 1948 0 Howevelt he
L-U'.L6 not a. phy-6iuan -6peCA.lliMing in b1ta.in -6~90Y ! ~ut a. -6UJt~eon
who
began in o!tthopaedic. -6UJtgeJty but then -6peua.u-6ed -<-n thoJtauc. -6UJtgeJty
bec.omlng eminent in that 6ieldo MtL RobeltU WM a Fellow 06 the Royal
College 06 SUJtgeon-6 and auo SUJtgeon to the Royal Che;.,t Ho-6pi:tal in
London.
1 hope t w in601tmation i-6 -6U6 6ic.ien:t to debunk. M!t V,la.k.ov o
When we recently went to visit Mr Diakov at his clinic
moved on and neglected to leave his forwarding address!

we found he

had

CREAT ION/ EVOLU TION
CREATION/EVOLUTION, a quarterly journal, deals with the wide range of
subjects touched by the creation/evolution controversy: geology, biology, law,
mathematics,
archeology, astronomy
and so fortho
The journal
promotes
evolutionary science as the inevitable byproduct of rational and responsible
inquiries cogently documented.
The stated purpose of the journal is to provide a general source of
information for those opposing creationism who have not the time to do research
from scratch in such a wide variety of topics so that they are prepared for
attacks on every front. The first issue points out that creationists today can
often run rings around the people they debateo "They are organised, their
opposition is not. They work together and pool persuasive sounding arguments o
Often the people they debate are academics, expert in a narrow speciality but
ill prepared for the barrage of issues thrown against them. In the end, sound
science, poorly articulated, loses out to well packaged pseudo-science."
CREATION/EVOLUTION has more to recommend it than being useful to people
interested in this particular controversy. It provides excellent models for
countering pseudo-scientific thinking in general in debates, academic trends,
legislatures. The articles
are
consistently superbly written. They
are
informative enough to be of value to the specialist, yet understandable to the
layperson. The only thing that is dry is the humour - the technical material is
riveting o
Single back and current issues are US$3.00 each, postage included.
Subscription requests: Creation/Evolution
Box 5, Amherst Branch
Buffalo, New York 14226

u.s.A.

Erica Hoffman
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AUSTRALIA

Paranormal Australia is a regular feature of "the Skeptic".
We rel y on
readers forwarding us newspaper cuttings from throughout Australia on paranormal
topics. Limited space enables the publication of only a few extracts from the
many cuttings sent.
However all cuttings go into our resource library and ma y
form the basis of later research. Please keep an eye out for suitable cuttings
and forward them to our P.O. Box 1555P, G.P.O. Melbourne. 3001.

DEATH SCENE
Keith Bolton of Alexandra Hills, Sydney, claims he can tell people the day
on which they will die after he accidentally stumbled on the secret of death.
Mr Bolton, a book-keeper and bio-rhythm analyst, said he made his discovery
after analysing the birth-dates on
thousands of tombstones
in Brisbane
cemeteries.
People born on a Monday invariably died on a Sunday. People born on a
Tuesday died on a Monday.
Mr Bolton said he was plodding around cemeteries for two or three months
before it struck him.
Mr Bolton said he was hoping to give up his book-keeping job to become a
professional bio-rhythm chartist.
(Sunday Sun, Oct 18 1981)
AGRICULTURAL PSUEDO-SCIENCE
In the heart of Victoria's conservative Western District, farmers Trish and
Brian Clarke are running their farm by astrological signs.
Planting, weeding and picking are planned according to a Zodiac Chart
(Melbourne Age Nov 30 1981)
SECRET MOURNING IN PALACE
Tom Wards "nationally known clairvoyant" predicted a bereavement in the
Royal Family before Christmas 1981.
Writing in the "Australian Post" in early December, Wards predicted
world-wide mourning and one of the biggest emotion-packed funerals in history.
(Australasian Post Dec 3 1981)
WIN THE CASKET
Mr Harry McKnight, an "international lecturer in the Silva mind control
method", said that several students of the method had won lotteries by
increasing the power of the alpha and beta brain waves.
Mr McKnight on his first lecture tour of Australia was holding a week long
course on the method at $250 per person.
(Brisbane Courier-Mail Nov 13 1981)
ASTROLOGY ETHICS
Brisbane astrologer Kisha say s she feels it may not be ethical to use her
knowledge about star sign numbers system for her advantage in gambling.
This year Kisha will be working as a Gold Lotto girl, travelling on
promotional tours offering lucky tips combined with entertainment acts.
(Sunday Mail Dec 13 1981)

PSYCHIC "MAP"
Margaret
Marley of
Geelong, Victoria,
is
a professional psychic,
specialising in Tarot cards. She says she has the ability to map a person's
existence either by personal readings or by mail. Margaret believes we are born
with a "map" of our existence - a timetable of good luck and bad, etched into
our spiritual being o She believes it is her job to reach for, and interpret,
that map.
(Geelong Advertiser Feb 6 1982)
PARENTAL HOROSCOPES
'l 'he Young Australia column in "The Australian" believes in educating its
youthful readers in the astrological habits of their parents.
It
advises children: "Most Capricorn parents are basically terribly
insecure"; "Pisces
parents are never consistent"; approach Aries parents
delicately;
leave Libran
parents alone when they come home from their
psychiatrist's couch o
With advice like that, Young Australian readers should grow up to be
neurotic readers of astrology columns!
(Australian Feb 27 1982)
EXORCISM
In addition to being the audio and electronics administrator at the Sydney
Opera House, Roland Hill works with his wife, Dawn Hill, as a psychic teamo
They are assisted by Dawn's spirit guide, David, whose last physical
reincarnation was over 2000 years ago. They told reporter Di Lyttleton how they
treated one girl who had attempted suicide several time.s and been in and out of
psychiatric hospitals. When Roland tranced, they discovered the girl had
encountered a lower astral entity years agoo It took the couple three sessions
to get rid of it o The possession had been driving her insane o
(Sunday Observer Feb 14 1982)

FROM THE PAST
"Phrenology. Mr Hamilton will deliver his second lecture on
the above science in the School of Arts, this evening
September 3. Subject of the lecture - the Social, Domestic,
Defensive, Irascible, and Preservative Feelings. At the
close of the lecture Mr Ho will manipulate the craniums of
a few persons to whom he will give outlines of character,
for the purpose of proving that Phrenology is not only a
true, but a practical science."
(Sydney Morning Herald Sept 3 1844)

1844!
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PUNT

WITH PSYCHICS

5. MELBOURNE CUP
15-1 H J"ST A DASH (Whiskey Road :r-:ati ve Lass). L. J. Williams, G. N.
Frew & T . R. P e ttiona 's b g·, 4y .•
33.5 (P. Cook) . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
; 3-1 EL LAURENA (El Gordo
Laurena) K. J. & Mrs P. Garske
& l\Ir & Mrs C. Lean's br g, 5y ..
52 (G. Killen) . . . . . . . . . . . . · 2
-~'J- 1 FLASHI~G LIGHT (Buoy - Gay
ivr·selle) Mr & Mrs G. L. Levett's b
·, 4 '., 49 A. Coo er . . . . . . . . . . 3

by Ian Bryce
Kevin Arnett and Don Lane assembled
a panel of psychics to foretell the
outcome of the 1981 Melbourne Cup o Seven
psychics, including a cat, made a total
of 13 selections. None of them predicted
the winner and only one horse ran in the
of
Predictions
specified.
placing
photofinish
strange weather, a mishap, a
and fights between jockeys, also proved
wrong.

"Hello viewerso No, don't adjust your sets, this is Kevin Arnett on the Don
Lane Show. Tonight I will demonstrate for you some truly incredible _ psychic
powers. This is a very special occasion as the famous Melbourne Cup of 1981 will
be run tomorrow and I have assembled a panel of my best psychics to predict the
winners. You may rest assured that no one of doubtful repute would be allowed on
this show. As you know Don is particularly discerning in choosing his guestso At
the first sign of any nonsense Don would tell the offender to piss off!
First we have astrologer Kerry Kulkens to tell us what the stars predict.
Kerry says it is not a good day for favorites because a couple of planets up
there are going to get in the way! Well, of course, anyone can see that the
planet Saturn would make Flemington Racecourse a little difficult to negotiate and you doubters accuse me of being unscientific!
Anyway, Kerry predicts Koiro Trelay will win, and there will be strange
weather conditions. What's that, Bert? Koiro is second favorite? The Magellanic
Clouds must have blurred your vision, Kerry. You're shifting your money to
Hyperno. And your cat put his foot on Magistrate when you laid out the racing
pages? We won't ask what your dog did to Cocked Hat!
Our next psychic is Anita Brown, who is going to identify the winner from
the tealeaves in the bottom of a cup. My personal tea-cup, in facto Now, some of
you may think that such patterns result from the vortices and turbulence of the
fluid, but how would you know? Anita can clearly see the number 3 in the leaves,
and this means Our Paddy Boy will wino In fact, I will have a little bet on
thato Should I stake my reputation on it as well?
My favorite clairvoyant, Geoff Willis, has had a whinny from the Other
Side. Who is the winner, Geoff? Not Phar Lap, because he is stuffed? Ha, ha,
very funny, Geoff. Geniuses can be difficult to work with, they say o The winner
will be Kingston Town. You had your vision while taking a bath? Surely number
20, Pelican Point, would do better under the circumstances.
Now we come to a more tangible method of solution - the Tarot Cards. Our
expert, Kay McLennan has assigned a card to each horse, and has shuffled the
deck of cards to eliminate any cheating o What could be fairer than that? Drawing
3 cards at random, Kay selects Hyperno and Koiro Trelay as runners-up, and
Flashing Light to win o
But the pychic dearest to our hearts must be the one and only Doris Stokeso
Many of you have seen Doris on this show before, and Don has publicly vouched
for her integrity and also her fertility. Well, reach for a tissue, because we
have Doris on the telephone, live from England! And all due to a technical
marvel called a Geosynchronous Communications Satellite, designed and launched
and guided by brilliant scientists and engineers oo•o My phone is ringing,
excuse me a moment ooo • It's the Director o•oo Oh, that was my 1979 show? This
year we'll be doing pseudo-science? Sorry about that, a slight case of
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Anyway, Doris recommends Our Paddy Boy, and El Laurena for a place. But
Flashing Light will win because Doris is receiving the jockey's name, Cooper.
Well. tomorrow we will find out.
Meanwhile, our panel is receiving some more details from the spirit world.
Kay says something very unexpected will happen$
Well, if her predictions of the winners turn out to be wrong, that will be
something Kay did not expect, won't it? One out of two successes is clearly
beyond the realms of chance, so already we have proof of psychic powers!
Our panel also feels that two horses will be close to the finish, making
the result hard to decipher o We'll wait and see! And there will be fights
between jockeys, fisticuffs perhaps. Well, I am also a little worried about the
psychics, because they nearly all disagree on who will win.
Our final prediction this evening comes, not from a haze of auras
a maze of wires electrical ~ Ralph Parkhurst has brought
supernatural, but from
his Apple computer into the studio, and has fed in the data on all the horses.
What is psychic about a computer, you may wonder. Well, I wouldn't want anyone
to say I don't present a balanced view.
The computer is asking Ralph what the weather and track conditions will be.
What pretty flashing writing on the screen! And what a dainty little electronic
horse trotting across, to the tap-tap-tap of hoofsteps!
What's that? How does the computer analyse the performance and form of the
horses, considering the conditions of the day? Corne, come, an explanation would
be too technical for this showo My viewers will be sufficiently entertained as
long as there is colour and motion on their screens! To the sound of a bugle,
the computer is predicting No Peer to win, followed by Kingston Town and Koiro
Trelay.
Well viewers, that wraps up our predictions for the Melbourne Cup for 1981.
I'd like to thank each member of the panel for their efforts. Isn't it amazing
that there are so many different ways to foretell the future? I hope that every
one of you is proved correct! I know we will all watch the race tomorrow with
great interest!

MEMORIES OF A PAST DON LANE SHOW
Randi makes Don Lane disappear o
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THE VALENTICH MYSTERY
by James Gerrand, Aviation Consultant
What do you think happened when Cessna light aircraft VH-DSJ with pilot
Frederich Valentich disappeared over Bass Strait on Saturday, 21 October 1978?
Put on your judicial robes
and polish your skeptical spectacles to consider
your verdict on the evidence set out belowo This evidence has been obtained from
official Department of Transport sourceso
Valentich, 20 years old, was not an experienced pilot, having some 150-200
hours total flying time. He had not long held his night Visual Meteorological
Conditions (VMC} rating which permits flying at night in conditions of being
able to see the ground constantly. This was his first night flight over water.
He did not have an Instrument Flight Rules (IFR) rating which permits flight in
conditions of no visibility with reliance cnly on cockpit instruments.
The pilot filed a carefully prepared flight plan at Moorabbin for a private
night VMC flight to King Island via Cape Otway (the standard track) and return.
However, by design, or inexperience, he did not arrange to have the King Island
aerodrome lights turned on for his arrival. He departed 6.19 pm from Moorabbin
Airport and reported to Melbourne Flight Service at 7 pm that he was over Cape
Otway.
The first indication the pilot gave of any unusual circumstance was at 7ol6
pm. The following is from the transcript of the recording of communications
between the pilot (DSJ) and Melbourne Flight Service (FS).
0706:44 DSJ to FS
"This is DSJ, is there any known traffic below 5000?"
FS to DSJ "No known traffic"
"Seems (to) be a large aircraft, below 5000"
DSJ to FS
0706:44 FS to DSJ "What type of aircraft is it?"
"I cannot affirm it is four bright, it seems to me like
DSJ to FS
landing lights"
0907
FS to DSJ "DSJ" (acknowledgement)
"The aircraft has just passed over me at least a 1000 feet
0907:31 DSJ to FS
above"
FS to DSJ "It is a large aircraft confirmed?"
"Er unknown, due to the speed it is travelling. Is there
DSJ to FS
any airforce aircraft in the vicinity?"
FS to DSJ "No known aircraft in the vicinity"
"Its approaching now due east towards me"
0908:18 DSJ to FS
FS to DSJ "DSJ"
(open microphone for two seconds)
0908:41
"It seems to me that he's flying over me two three times at
0908:48 DSJ to FS
a time at speeds I could not identify"
FS to DSJ "Roger, what is your actual level?"
0909
"My level is four and a half thousand, four five zero zero"
DSJ to FS
FS to DSJ "And you confirm you cannot identify the aircraft"
"Affirmative"
DSJ to FS
FS to DSJ "Roger, standby"
"It's not an aircraft it is"(open microphone for two
0909:27 DSJ to FS
seconds)
0909:42 FS to DSJ "Can you describe the er aircraft?"
"As it's flying past it's a long shape"(open microphone for
DSJ to FS
three seconds) (cannot)"identify more than"(that it has
such speed)) (open microphone for three seconds)"before me
right now"
0910
FS to DSJ "Roger and how large would the er object be?"
"It seems like it's stationary o What I'm doing right now is
0910:19 DSJ to FS
orbiting and the thing is just orbiting on top of me o
Also, it's got a green light and sort of metallic"
(like)"it's all shiny"(on)"the outside"
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0910:46
0911

0911:50

FS
DSJ
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DSJ

to
to
to
to

DSJ
FS
DSJ
FS

FS
DSJ
FS
DSJ

to
to
to
to

DSJ
FS
DSJ
FS

FS to DSJ
DSJ to FS
FS to DSJ
DSJ to FS

0912:20

FS to DSJ
DSJ to FSD

"DSJ"
(open microphone for five seconds)"it's just vanished"
"DSJ"
"Would you know what kind of aircraft I've got? Is it"(a
type)" military aircraft?"
"Confirm the er aircraft just vanished"
"Say again"
"Is the aircraft still with you?"
(open microphone for two seconds)"now approaching from the
south west"
"DSJ"
"The engine is rough idling. I've got it set at twenty
three twenty four and the thing is"(coughing)
"Roger, what are your intentions?"
"My intentions are ah to go to King Island. Ah. that
strange aircraft is hovering on top of me again. It"(open
microphone for two seconds)"is hovering and it's not an
aircraft"
"DSJ"
"DSJ Melbourne"(open microphone for seventeen seconds)

Unidentifiable noises described subsequently as "metallic" were heard
through the open aircraft microphone and the pilot failed to respond to further
calls. These noises could be from the aircraft contacting the sea o
When the pilot reported unusual aerial phenomena Melbourne Airport Radar
carried out a sweep to see whether either the aircraft or the phenomena could be
tracked. No contact was made but the aircraft at its reported height and
distance from the radar was below the radar horizon o Furtermore the night of 21
October was warm and still, giving rise to temperature inversion which hampered
the radar scan.
The subsequent four-day search over an area of 5000 square miles failed to
locate any material from the missing aircraft. Because no wreckage has been
found, the air safety investigators of the Department of Transport are unable to
determine a probable cause of the disappearance.
Other relevant data are: the night was almost cloudless; i t was a period of
meteorite activity and Venus was bright in the sky; the pilot was flying in that
"twilight zone" between dusk and full dark when disorientation can occur; in
these conditions lights from Venus, reflections from cockpit instruments and the
flashing two lighthouses, Cape Otway and King Island could confuse; two other
aircraft had disappeared without trace over Bass Strait in the previous ten
years.
So send us in your verdict: the most plausible and the most implausible
solutions submitted will be considered for publicationo We shall also publish
some of the solutions which have been advanced by believers in the paranormal.

SKEPTICS MEETINGS
SYDNEY: 8pm Friday 30 April, 4 Cliff St, Milsons Point.
Enquiries: Barry Williams h9224619 w9290977
ADELAIDE: 8pm Thursday 22 April, Association f or Better Hearing Bldg
cnr Morphett & Franklin Sts, Ade laide. Admission: Donation.
MELBOURNE: To be advised separately.
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Look into my eyes
Iridology exposed
Denis J. Stark

made possi ble by representation within the
retina o f all parts of the bo dy. The simpl e
pathologica l fact that the retinal structures
are directl y affected hy certain di sease
processes is overlooked . While no n-med ica l
a uthors co uld he excused (on th e grounds
o f ign o rance) for such conclusion s. medica l
authors cannot .

ABSTRACT: Iris diagnosis has gained a measure of respectability of
late-a measure, the author says, it should never have. He reviews
the history, stated anatomical mechanisms, and claims of the discipline
-and highlights its anomalies and irregularities.
(Med J Aust, 1981 ; 2: 676-679)

IRIDOLOGY , o r iris diagnos is. isa meth od
of di agnosi ng sys temic disease o r ill-h ealth
by inspectio n of iris to pography. According
to Jen sen , 1 " Seemingl y each fibre of the
iri s acts it s pa rt by registering a sign o r
colo ra tio n through the pro mpting of som e
body o rga n ...
In 1962, Trevo r R o pe r wrote a bo ut
Irido logy :2 ·•Jt is tempting to d ismiss th ese
irresponsible 19th Century cha rl ata nries
as the crows that follow in th e wake of a n
ad va ncing science; exploiting what th ey
cannot comprehend and fin a ll y flickering
o n as a drawing-room di versio n for the
under- educated and under- occupied . But
in the rootless 1960s peopl e a re still wanting
a new fa ith rather than a n o ld reason ; hence
the resurgence o f astrology a nd ac upuncture, a nd hence also the triumph s of
the black box ...
If thi s was the pos itio n in the rootless
I 960s, then in the restless 1980s the need
to review iridology has increased even
further . Within one yea r. severa l major
po pul a r magaz ines have fea tured articles
a nd a n Australian boo k has been published
o n th e subject. 3 The Brishane Telegraph
desc ribed it as "a book which deserves a
place o n every family's medica l book
she lf ' . An art icl e espo using the role of iris
diagnosis has a ppea red in a reputable
med ica l journal with o ut edi to ri a l cens ure. 4
Jrid o logy ca n no longe r be dismissed
with o ut discussion by th e m ed ica l professio n : it must be dissected. studied a nd
discredited . In th e res tl ess eigh ties. even
medi ca l pract iti o ners have bee n inveigled
int o th e m ystique o f "alt erna tive medicine",
including irid o logy . D octors must be full y
awa re of the theory a nd cla im s of irid o logists in order to prevent their patients being
hoodwinked. The ophth a lmo logist who
di smi sses iridology with a shrug a nd then
learned ly shines a n ophth a lmosco pe a t an
eye to di agnose diabetes a nd hypertensio n
will rapidl y lose his pati ent to alternati ve
medi cine .

History of lridology
Iris diag nos is \\ a s th e hra in -child o f Dr
lgnat z ~\'On Pecze ly
Hun1rn rY. It s
ad herents cla im that a child ll()oct' o bse r\'atio n o f changes in an injured O\d "s iris

or

De nis J . Stark . MB. BS , FRCS (Ed in .). FAACO . 1s a Quee nsland
ophlhalm ic s urgeon

by vo n Pecze ly resulted in hi s publishing a
trea ti se o n th e iris at the age of 40 years.
Non-adherents suggest he developed the
theo ry to while away the time while
la nguishin g in prison after the 1848
rebelli o n in Hun ga ry.
In the 19 th Century. when medica l
cha rl a ta ns were popular. irid ology gained
a n a udience. This was the age of the
hom oeopa th an d the phrenologist and
surely if th e bumps a nd sha pes of th e head
could assist in di agnos is, why no t th e
freckles a nd spo ts of th e iris'> lridol ogy
spread to G erma ny where it acquired and
still ho lds m a ny adh erents, and subsequently to th e New W o rld .

Theory of lridology
Auth o rs a ttempt to give iris di agnosis some
sembla nce of respectability by d rawing
as a n a na logy the di agnosis of systemic
di sease by ophth a lm oscopy .4 · 5 Their lack
of appreciation of retina l pathology leads
to their conclu sion th a t such diagnosis is

A pseudo-scientific. anatomical ja rgon
has been developed hy irido logy practi t i,mers . Jensen begins with the sta tement
that " the eye is the mirror of th e so ur· .
hut then develops a pseud oa na to mica l
a rgument ( Figure I) which is suggested as
a hasis for asserting th e relatio nship of the
iris to the rest of the hod y. This distorted
use of anatomy can appear quite logica l
to any pa tient who has not studied the
subject. Tha t the minute parasympathetic
po rti ,, n o f the third crania l nerve can carr~
adequate fibres to represent all porti o ns of
the bod y does no t appear to be a problem .
Some authors complicate the ma tt er
even further. ·' Hall considers th a t these
slender nerves are capable of carrying bo th
a fferent and efferent stimuli. so tha t a
patient with a peripheral iridectomy has
heen thus rendered beyond even her help.
This i:an onlv be the case if the iris no t ·o nl y
rcflci:ts but ~lso controls bodily functi o n.
which is patently absurd.
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FIGURE 1 This displays th e pseudo-ana1om1cal relationship o f the Iris and body
organs
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Piesse states,"Neurophysiology merely
has to apply itself to the task of demonstrating the neurophysical mechanisms of
iris diagnosis".4 He thus admits that after
100 years of iris diagnosis there is no
scientific basis for this cult and yet he, a
trained medical practitioner, believes in it.
Iridology charts show the left side of the
body reflected in the left eye and the right
side in the right eye. This contradicts
virtually all other neuro-anatomical
arrangements. Some iridologists simplify
the matter by not attempting to give any
anatomical correlation~ This is the method
of the black box practitioner referred to
by Roper.
The multitude of iris keys (no fewer than
19) presents the first diagnostic dilemma which chart to choose? Even Jensen says
that only 75% of iridologists agree on iris
topography. Suitable adjustments and
additions have occurred from time to time
(such as the addition of the parathyroid)
to keep in step with conventional medicine.
While many keys have similarities, there
are some glaring anomalies - for example.
Jensen's chart shows the heart to be
represented only in the left eye, while
Kriege finds the "right heart" represented
in the right iris while the "left heart"
appears in the left iris.
,_c.,~
f<,'-

~\JOITORr
5PftCH

While Piesse endorses Jensen's charts,
he chooses to ignore that this latter author
recommends the combined use of physiognomy, phrenology and iridology (Figure 2).
While all iridology authors claim that the
iris reflects all portions of the body. Hall
suggests asking many questions of the
patient to assist in diagnosis. Kushi uses
many areas of the body (Figure 3) to assist
iris diagnosis, and claims his adherents
can diagnose even without seeing a patient.

(c) Iris lesions and weakness signs for
example, signs of inflammation as described
by Jensen.
(d) Representation of body parts in the
iris (Figure 6): This chart diagrammatically
places all organs within the iris. Central
organs are represented bilaterally but laterally placed organs only in one iris.

Jensen's charts in particular have gained
a reputation and appear to he those
commonly in use. These charts show the
claimed iris representation of the body's
organs. To attempt to correlate the descriptions of iris diagnosis from the various
authors is impossible because of major
anomalies and discrepancies. But the technique of iris diagnosis can be briefly
summarised. The signs of the iris claimed
to he of importance include:
(a) Concentric divisions of the iris
(Figure 4).
(b) Radial fibre structure (Figure 5).
Basically, the finer the fibre the better the
state of health.
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FIGURE 2 A diagrammatic display of the
claimed relation ship between lridology .
Phreno logy and Phys1ognomv

CONCENTRIC ZONES OF THE IRIS
CHART TO IRIDOLOGY
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FIGURE 3 .· The use ofthe leg in '"diagnosis'· of

systemic disorders .
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(e) The autonomic nerve wreath - The
humble collarette of the iris assumes major
importance: its eccentric contractions or
expansions act as an indicator for the site
of a diseased organ (Figure 7).

detect the presence of kidney disease.
lridology was neither selective nor specific.
and the likelihood of correct detection was
statistically no better than chance". It is
of interest that one iridologist did correctly
diagnose 85° of the patients with renal
disease. But he also diagnosed 85'\ of the
healthy patients as having renal disease!
Iridologists differ in their claims. These
are a few examples:
Signs of Death: Jensen denies the ability
to diagnose death and gives a moralistic
argument why man was not meant to
predict the future. Kriege happily gives
three signs of imminent death : a black
wedge shape in the heart area. a solid
black scurf rim (Periphery), and a vertically
oval pupil.
Cancer: Piesse states that cancer cannot
be diagnosed from the iris but does not
give supporting evidence. Krieje and Jensen
do not agree. Jensen presents a number of
cases of carcinoma (breast, bowel, lung)
"diagnosed" through iris manifestations -these incidentally responded solely to right
living methods. with resultant cure. The
concept that all disease is related to " toxaemia and enervation" makes it simple for
him to find evidence of precipitating "toxic
stasis'" in the colon, resulting in cancer of
the breast, a reflex area. The mechanism of
this reflex a rc is very mysterious, once
again suggesting an afferent iris control
mechanism.
0

FIGURE 7 · Diagrammatic representation of the
..Autonomic Nerve Wreath: · which is claimed
to represent a ..dropped transverse colon ..

The iris is said to show signs of past,
present and at times future disturbances of
the state of health.

Iris diagnosis in practice
Most of the proponents of iridology make
startling claims for it. A comparison of
claims reveals many discrepancies.
Iridology is already more than I00 years
old and yet there has been no controlled
clinical trial of its efficacy. All texts on this
subject record a series of individual cases.
No attempt is made to prove the efficacy
of the technique in an acceptable scientific
manner.
Formal scientific evaluations of the
abilities of iridologists to diagnose are few .
The lack of these articles is not a sign of the
validity of iris diagnosis. but indeed the
reverse.
Iridology is an ephemeral business ; to
refute it. is to chase shadows. But one
excellent study, by Simon et al. demonstrated the total inability of three prominent
iridologists to detect mild or moderate
renal disorders. 8 The conclusion drawn by
these authors was, "lridology had no
clinical or statistically significant ability to

The Arcus Senilis of the Cornea: This is
described as an iris change. It is variously
described and is said to demonstrate
"anaemia of the brain" (senility) or "drug
accumulation··. Hall describes it as the
·'sodium ring of the iris". She ignores
pathological evidence that it is an accumulation of lipids in the cornea and no t only
claims it is due to deposition of calcium in
the iris. but that "lots of celery" will cure
both it and the accompanying senility.

Afte-r death: Iridologists claim their diagnostic ability continues post mortem.
Clinico-pathological proof has not been
forthcoming.
Sexual Organs. The iris is unisex but the
lover gazing into his loved one's eyes may
find a full story of her sex life. sex impulse
and perversions. Acute inflammation indicates perversio ns, masturbation, undue
passion or overstimulation. These absurdities assume a greater significance when the
total absence of clinical proof is taken into
account. The absence of a controlled trial
assessing iris diagnosis in this paper is not
accidental.
Iridology consists of numerous claims unsupported, unscientific. without pathological or anatomical correlatio n. I have
attempted to highlight the discrepancies,
anomalies and irregularities of its proponents· arguments. Because of the absence
of scientifically controlled trials, iridology
cannot be accepted as a medical diagnostic
aid in any shape o r form. Before it or any
claimed method of diagnosis or treatment
belonging to " alternative medicine··. can
be entertained, it should be subjected to the
usual strict scientific scrutiny that is
standard in conventional medicine.
But medical practitioners must not
dismiss iridology to their patient as " utter
nonsense" without first ex plaining and
denigrating it fully. The people who
promote it are super-salesmen.
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